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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

[Plunge Support] Re: Plunge Repair - Power Strip Replacement
1 message

Plunge Support <success@thecoldplunge.com> Wed, Sep 13, 2023 at 12:24 PM
Reply-To: Plunge Support <success@thecoldplunge.com>
To: Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com>

 Hello Kasim, this is Tatum with Plunge. We are going to move forward with the Power Strip Replacement. But I
will pass this over to one of our troubleshooters, his name is Kevin and he will be able to go over this with you to
see if there is anything else we can look into to avoid this from happening in the future. 

On September 10, 2023 at 10:47:15 PM UTC, kasim@sol8.com wrote:
Bump

On Fri, Sep 8, 2023 at 10:45 AM Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Hi - I responded to Support with a question and followed up after not hearing back. Please see attached. 

On Fri, Sep 8, 2023 at 9:04 AM Plunge Support <success@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:

We haven’t heard from you in a few days. Just checking back in to see if you still need our assistance? If we
do not hear back from you in the next 24 hours we’ll assume everything is good to go and close this case.

Thank you!

[Y6KL0X-RXVXK]
[Y6KL0X-RXVXK]
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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

Re: [Plunge Support] Re: Cleaning guidance
1 message

Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com> Mon, Oct 23, 2023 at 2:58 PM
To: Plunge Support <support@thecoldplunge.com>

Thanks for the tip! That's super helpful. 

On Mon, Oct 23, 2023 at 12:54 PM Plunge Support <support@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
You're welcome! Regular dish soap can help but we have a new recommendation for cleaning the surface of
your Plunge that may help you. Check out the Baqua Spa Surface cleaner at the link provided below.
 
https://plunge.com/products/baqua-spa-surface-cleaner

I hope this helps!
 
All the best,
Cristian

On October 23, 2023 at 7:23:34 PM UTC, kasim@sol8.com wrote:
Thanks! I follow the maintenance guide religiously but didn't know what to do to cut through grime. Knowing I can use
soap is super helpful. Is regular dish soap okay or do you recommend anything specific?

On Sun, Oct 22, 2023 at 8:05 AM Plunge Support <support@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:

Hello Kasim,

Cristian here with Plunge support. Cleaning the waterline in your plunge is a straightforward process, and
you can easily do it with a regular sponge. Here's a simple guide to help you maintain a clean waterline:
 

1. Materials Needed: You'll require a regular sponge and some warm, soapy water. Ensure the
sponge is clean and free from any abrasive particles.

2. Gently Wipe: Gently wipe along the waterline area of the plunge. Use soft, circular motions to
remove any buildup or discoloration.

Please see the water maintenance guide in this link: https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0409/5626/4605/files/
PRINT_Residential_Water-Maintenance-2023.pdf?v=1689264860
 
Note: If your water gets murky or dirty, always drain and refill. Please be aware that besides offering these
guidelines, Plunge customer support is not available to troubleshoot water quality.

Thank you for choosing the Plunge!
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All the best,
Cristian 

On 2023 M10 22 13:10:25 UTC, kasim@sol8.com wrote:

My Plunge ends up having buildup around and above the water line.l. It’s difficult to remove with just a
cloth. So you have any advice on a cleaning solution to use that won’t negatively impact PH balance??

[NK1064-2VG35]
[NK1064-2VG35]
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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

Re: Plunge Repair
1 message

Repairs Commercial <repairs-commercial@thecoldplunge.com> Thu, Jul 27, 2023 at 11:22 AM
To: kasim@3xfreedom.com

No problem!

On Thursday, July 27, 2023, 9:21 AM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@3xfreedom.com> wrote:
Thanks!

On Thu, Jul 27, 2023 at 9:19 AM Repairs Commercial <repairs-commercial@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
No problem, I will assign the repair tech we have in your area to this job. He will be reaching out so that you guys can
get something scheduled for him to come out and complete the repair.

On Wednesday, July 26, 2023, 9:21 PM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@3xfreedom.com> wrote:
Thanks Tatum!

Seeing as this is the third time this unit will have been replaced, and every time before this has been done by a
professional, I would be very skeptical of my ability to outperform somebody who actually knows what they’re
doing. I’d much rather get a technician to do the work please. 

Thanks!
Kasim

On Wed, Jul 26, 2023 at 4:29 PM Service Commercial <service-commercial@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Hello Kasim,

This is Tatum with the PLUNGE repairs team.

I see the Inkbird needs to be replaced. The factory warranty will cover the cost of a repair tech to do the service.
We are more than happy to find one for you.

We have found that most customers are able to take care of this repair on their own. This route typically gets the
Plunge up quicker. We are here to assist during the repair if needed.

Check out the video below to see if it is something you might be able to do. If not, not a problem we will find and
schedule that tech for you.

    Inkbird Replacement Video
--

Kasim Aslam
Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind
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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

Re: Plunge Repair
1 message

Repairs Residential <repairs-residential@thecoldplunge.com> Thu, Jan 26, 2023 at 4:57 PM
To: kasim@sol8.com

Hey Kasim, Brian here with Plunge,

I won't be able to get a tech out there until sometime next week. Just curious what makes you uncomfortable with doing
that? if I could hop on a phone call with you and help walk you through the installation if you need it so we could get this
handled much sooner. The replacement is so simple and would be hard to mess up.

Thanks, and be well, 

Brian Shannon    |    Repair Specialist   |   The Cold Plunge
(916) 426-8123  |   1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln CA, 95648

On Thursday, January 26, 2023, 11:53 AM repairs-residential@thecoldplunge.com wrote:
Good afternoon Kasim, Tatum here with Plunge.

No worries, I will send this over to my partner Brian and he will look for a repair tech in your area and get you all set up.
He should be touching base with you soon to give you further details moving forward with the repair.

On Thursday, January 26, 2023, 9:11 AM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Hi Tatum - I received the new power strip! I can see how it's meant to be mounted but don't feel comfortable doing it
myself. Can you please help me arrange the tech you referenced? 

Thanks!
Kasim

On Fri, Jan 20, 2023 at 4:48 PM Repairs Residential <repairs-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
No worries Kasim, we are here if you need any assistance or have any questions, we are happy to help! :)

On Friday, January 20, 2023, 3:37 PM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Sounds good, thank you. I'll do my best to do it on my own but I'm not the handiest guy in the world :-s 

On Fri, Jan 20, 2023 at 4:16 PM Repairs Residential <repairs-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Hey Kasim, This is Tatum with Plunge. If you are unable to complete the repair and you need a repair tech you
will just reach out to us here and let us know you are needing a repair tech. I will send it over to my partner
Brian and he will source a repair tech in your area and give you further details moving forward with the repair.

On Friday, January 20, 2023, 2:29 PM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Thanks Tatum! How do I book a technician if I can’t figure it out?

On Thu, Jan 19, 2023 at 5:37 PM Service Residential <service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Hello Kasim,

This is Tatum with the PLUNGE repairs team.

I see the Power Strip needs to be replaced. The factory warranty will cover the cost of a repair tech to do
the service. We are more than happy to find one for you.

We have found that most customers are able to take care of this repair on their own. This route typically
gets the Plunge up quicker. We are here to assist during the repair if needed.
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Check out the video below to see if it is something you might be able to do. If not, not a problem we will
find and schedule that tech for you.

   Power Strip replacement Video
--

Kasim Aslam
Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind

https://youtu.be/EK72RSRPvn0
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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

Re: SUPPORT - Contact Form - I have a question about my PLUNGE.
1 message

Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com> Tue, Feb 14, 2023 at 12:18 PM
To: Support Residential <support-residential@thecoldplunge.com>

Thanks!!

On Tue, Feb 14, 2023 at 10:17 AM Support Residential <support-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
No, you're OK. We are currently in the process of revamping our website with video instructions so that we can keep up
with our new parts, such as our new water filters.

You may also find this helpful https://thecoldplunge.com/pages/help-center

Let us know if you run into any hurdles and we can help out.

Happy plunging my friend!❄
 

On Tuesday, February 14, 2023, 8:55 AM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
This is awesome! Thank you. 

Was this somewhere online that I should've been able to find? Sorry to keep bugging y'all. Let me know if there's a
place I should be looking before reaching out. 

On Tue, Feb 14, 2023 at 8:02 AM Support Residential <support-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Hi Kasim,

This is Cristian with the PLUNGE team. I'm reaching out to provide you with a video guide for your Culligan filter.
Please see the attachments.

Let us know if you run into any hurdles and we can help out.

Happy plunging my friend!❄

On Monday, February 13, 2023, 6:53 PM kasim@sol8.com wrote:

This message was intended for support@thecoldplunge.com and is from kasim@sol8.com

Entry Details

FIRST TELL US WHAT YOU NEED I have a question about my PLUNGE.

TELL US WHAT WE SHOULD KNOW Hello! I tried to perform the first round of monthly
maintenance but the video in the instruction manual
features a plunge with a different setup than mine. I don't
have a white valve on the side of the filter (or anywhere on
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the plunge that I can see). There is a blue valve with a red
button on the top of the filter. However, when I try and
press that button water starts shooting out and I'm worried
I'm about to open up the plumbing. Can you please let me
know if there's an updated tutorial?

Thank you!

How should we contact you?

CHOOSE ONE OR MORE OPTIONS Email

YOUR NAME Kasim Aslam

EMAIL kasim@sol8.com

MOBILE NUMBER (480) 612-5327

mailto:kasim@sol8.com
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Kasim Aslam <kasim@3xfreedom.com>

Re: SERVICE RES - Contact Form - My PLUNGE is having issues.
1 message

Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com> Tue, Apr 11, 2023 at 1:09 PM
To: Service Residential <service-residential@thecoldplunge.com>

On Tue, Apr 11, 2023 at 10:44 AM Kasim Aslam <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Hi Barry -

I did try to plug the chiller into the "Cooling" outlet per your instructions. I did this on April 6th per the email string below. 

It did not work. The chiller did not power on at all. 

Here is a video showing you what happened: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Opahdjykd3-
wQTUOg3HGzCKxzvavS1V7/view

Please let me know if I am misunderstanding your instructions.

Thank you,

Kasim

On Tue, Apr 11, 2023 at 10:40 AM Service Residential <service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Did you plug the chiller into cooling like intended? This has to be done or it will always trip and we cannot truly
troubleshoot and solve this

Barry Crom   |    Troubleshooting Wizard |  PLUNGE
+1 (916) 249- 0397  |   1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca 95648        

On Monday, April 10, 2023, 6:38 PM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
1. I have the hot/cold XL model
2. I tried this and it didn’t work. Already sent you a video.
3. SV is currently at 41. It lowers the chiller on, cools perfectly fine, but then trips the power breaker. 

On Mon, Apr 10, 2023 at 12:34 PM Service Residential <service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
Kasim,

We're gonna make sure everything is set up the right way and you understand how this all works.

1. Standard Model only! Check green power switch on right side of chiller
2. Make sure that the chiller is pugged into the "cooling" outlet inside the electrical box.

If the chiller is plugged into the power strip and not "cooling" the heater and chiller will fight each
other and the water will not cool, or heat, the way it is intended.

3. Check your Inkbird temperature settings.
The Set Value (bottom number) must be at least 4 degrees lower than the Present Value (top
temperature) for the chiller to power on.
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Please us know if this solved your issue, so we know that your issue has been resolved and we can close the
conversation. If it continues there are a couple of steps we can take to get this resolved.

Barry Crom   |    Troubleshooting Wizard |  PLUNGE
+1 (916) 249- 0397  |   1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca 95648        
iv>
+1 (916) 249- 0397  |   1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca 95648        

On Monday, April 10, 2023, 12:34 PM service-residential@thecoldplunge.com wrote:
I did review the video. I need to know what the set and pv temperatures are though. As that is supposed to
power off the chiller when at or below set temperature.

Barry Crom   |    Troubleshooting Wizard |  PLUNGE
+1 (916) 249- 0397  |   1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca 95648        

On Monday, April 10, 2023, 10:13 AM "Kasim Aslam" <kasim@sol8.com> wrote:
Hi Barry - I tried. You'll see that reflected in the video I linked to in
this email thread. Can you watch that and let me know if I'm doing
something wrong?

On Mon, Apr 10, 2023 at 9:59 AM Service Residential <
service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:

> Did you ever correct the set up to the way I had said it needs to be?
>
>
>
>
>
> Barry Crom | Troubleshooting Wizard | PLUNGE
> +1 (916) 249- 0397 | 1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca
> 95648        
>
> On Sunday, April 9, 2023, 8:16 PM "Kasim Aslam" wrote:
>
> When I open up the power box it feels super warm to the touch
>
> On Sun, Apr 9, 2023 at 8:15 PM Kasim Aslam wrote:
>
>> Just fyi - it tripped once more. Not sure why it’s increasing in
>> frequency.
>>
>> On Sun, Apr 9, 2023 at 3:41 PM Kasim Aslam wrote:
>>
>>> It tripped again. I’m not sure when, just caught it this afternoon.
>>> Here’s an image of where the settings are.
>>>
>>> On Thu, Apr 6, 2023 at 4:57 PM Service Residential <
>>> service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
>>>
>>>> What is that inkbird top pv temp and bottom sv temperature? Inkbird is
>>>> controller on side you adjust temps. When at the set temp or if water temp
>>>> is below what is set that chiller will be off. It kicking off like that is
>>>> how it is intended as it avoids tripping.
>>>>
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>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> Barry Crom | Troubleshooting Wizard | PLUNGE
>>>> +1 (916) 249- 0397 | 1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca 95648
>>>>
>>>>         
>>>>
>>>> On Thursday, April 6, 2023, 11:41 AM "Kasim Aslam"
>>>> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Thanks for the fast response! I tried that and it didn't power on at
>>>> all. Here's a video:
>>>> https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Opahdjykd3-wQTUOg3HGzCKxzvavS1V7/view?usp=sharing
>>>>
>>>> On Thu, Apr 6, 2023 at 10:58 AM Service Residential <
>>>> service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>>> Not a problem at all! I see what I am pretty sure what is causing
>>>>> this. That black chiller box that is attached on side that cools unit is
>>>>> not plugged into the "cooling" port inside that electrical box of plunge.
>>>>> This is important because it keeps heater and chiller running at same time
>>>>> and this will trip a 20 amp
>>>>>
>>>>> Click the link below for a breakdown on our Hot & Cold setup.
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> https://thecoldplunge.com/pages/help-center?a=Hot-and-Cold-Setup-Breakdown---id--t-h8Mq2-
QlmORmr5NoUvDA
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> Barry Crom | Troubleshooting Wizard | PLUNGE
>>>>> +1 (916) 249- 0397 | 1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca
>>>>> 95648
>>>>>
>>>>>         
>>>>>
>>>>> On Thursday, April 6, 2023, 9:22 AM "Kasim Aslam"
>>>>> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for your help Barry! Sorry to be a problem child. Pics
>>>>> attached.
>>>>>
>>>>> On Wed, Apr 5, 2023 at 4:26 PM Service Residential <
>>>>> service-residential@thecoldplunge.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>> Hello, Kasim, Barry here with Plunge's troubleshooting team! So sorry
>>>>>> about this issue with your plunge. Please send me a photo of inside the
>>>>>> plunges electrical box, and the components side of the plunge.
>>>>>> This is likely a simple set up issue and and easy fix
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> Barry Crom | Troubleshooting Wizard | PLUNGE
>>>>>> +1 (916) 249- 0397 | 1721 Aviation Blvd. Suite 100, Lincoln Ca
>>>>>> 95648
>>>>>>
>>>>>>         
>>>>>>
>>>>>> On Tuesday, April 4, 2023, 11:27 AM kasim@sol8.com wrote:
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>>>>>>
>>>>>> This message was intended for *service-residential@thecoldplunge.com
>>>>>> * and is from kasim@sol8.com
>>>>>> Entry Details
>>>>>> First tell us what you need My PLUNGE is having issues.Tell us more
>>>>>> about the problem you are having
>>>>>> Is this PLUNGE at your home or your business? Home
>>>>>> Is your PLUNGE operational? Yes
>>>>>> Provide a brief description of the issue. The plunge keeps tripping
>>>>>> the circuit breaker. It's happened twice in the last two weeks. I had an
>>>>>> electrician install a dedicated 20 amp circuit when I bought the plunge.
>>>>>> The warranty company also sent someone to update the internal circuit.
>>>>>> Did this issue occur within 30 days of delivery? NoHow should we
>>>>>> contact you?
>>>>>> Choose one or more options Email
>>>>>> Your Name Kasim Aslam
>>>>>> Email kasim@sol8.com
>>>>>> Mobile Number (480) 612-5327
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>> --
>>> *Kasim Aslam*
>>> Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
>>> Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind
>>>
>> --
>> *Kasim Aslam*
>> Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
>> Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind
>>
> --
> *Kasim Aslam*
> Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
> Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind
>
>
>

--
Kasim Aslam
Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind

--
Kasim Aslam
Founder & CEO, Solutions 8
Co-Founder, Driven Mastermind
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